
                                                                                                                                                                                         

Lockheed Martin Flight Service 
Seattle Automated Flight Service Station 
6526 Ellis Avenue S., Seattle, WA  98108 
Tel: (206) 658-6600 Fax: (206) 658-6633 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject: Lockheed Martin AFSS Transition Date: May 15, 2007 
   

From: Operations Manager, Lockheed Martin Seattle 
Automated Flight Service Station 

 

     
To: FAA Facilities     

     
 
 
This letter is written to inform you of the upcoming changes to AFSS facilities across the 
country and specifically Seattle AFSS.    
  
On June 18, 2007, Seattle AFSS will temporarily close for refurbishment and will reopen 
on July 30, 2007.  All services that we currently provide, including air-to-ground 
communications, will be transferred to the Lockheed Martin AFSS HUB facility in 
Prescott, AZ (PRC).  All Seattle AFSS Specialists will be temporarily transferred to PRC 
for training on the new Flight Service (FS21) equipment and will provide services to 
customers in our flight plan area until we reopen.  In order to minimize the impact to you 
during this transition, we are providing the following information that will assist you in 
obtaining the services needed for a safe flight.   
 
We hope that the transition will be very smooth and that there will be no impact on your 
facility(s).  All of the interphone numbers and frequencies that you currently use to 
contact SEA AFSS will still be in use, but they will now be answered by personnel in 
Prescott.  In all likelihood, they will still answer as “Seattle Radio”, or Seattle AFSS. All 
local phone numbers (for weather briefings) will be terminated on the 18th, but you will 
find contact numbers for NOTAMs and Transcribed Information Broadcasts (TIBS) listed 
on the letter referenced above.  
  
If you have any questions, please give me a call at 206-658-6600. 
  
 
1. When calling into an AFSS facility that has closed using “866” or local numbers, the 

initial greeting will state that the facility is closed and pilots must call 1-800-
WXBRIEF (1-800-992-7433) for services. Note: If the initial greeting is by-passed by 
pressing one (1), the call is placed in the system queue and will never be answered. 

2. When calling 1-800-WXBRIEF (1-800-992-7433) during this AFSS transition period, 
the call will be routed to either a HUB facility or another AFSS facility that is still 
open.  If a cell phone is used to make the call, it will be routed to the facility in the 



                                                                                                                                                                                         

area the cell phone is based.  Once all the facilities are consolidated, all 1-800-
WXBRIEF calls will be routed to the area that is selected from the menu prompt. 

3. Prior to the transition (6/18/07), continue to use the 1-800-772-3257 for requesting 
IFR clearances.  After 6/18/07, the 1-800-766-8267 number must be used.  If a 
specialist at a HUB facility answers the call, the clearance request will be promptly 
processed.   

4. The 1-800-WXBRIEF (1-800-992-7433) number must be used to cancel IFR/VFR 
flight plans if canceling with flight service by phone.  AFSS specialists will forward 
IFR cancellations to the appropriate FAA controlling facility.   You may continue to 
cancel IFR/VFR flight plans by radio, using existing frequencies. 

5. For airport managers and others who are authorized to issue NOTAMs, NOTAMs 
will be handled by the applicable AFSS facility until it closes.  Prior to an AFSS 
facility closing, a national NOTAM number will be provided for NOTAM issuance that 
will be answered at the applicable HUB facility.   

6. All radio communication lines will be transferred to the AFSS HUB facility in Prescott, 
AZ on 6/18/07.  There will be no break in radio communications. 

7. Seattle Flight Watch will be permanently transferred to the AFSS HUB facility in 
Prescott, AZ on 6/18/07. There is no change to the radio phraseology (Seattle Flight 
Watch) when calling for services.  

8. Walk-in pilot weather briefings and tours will be temporarily suspended until after 
7/30/07. 

9. After we re-open on 7/30/07, pilot weather briefing responsibilities for Idaho and 
Oregon will be transferred to SEA AFSS.  NOTAM, FD, and all radio communication 
functions for Idaho and Oregon will be permanently transferred to the AFSS HUB 
facility in Prescott, AZ. 

 
Effective 6/18/07, the following phone numbers will be operational: 
 

 Pilot Weather Briefing    -  1-800-WXBRIEF (1-800-992-7433) 
 IFR Clearance Delivery   -  1-800-766-8267 
 NOTAM issuance                  -   1-877-4-US-NTMS (1-877-487-6867) 
 Telephone Information Briefing Service (TIBS) – 1-877-484-2799 
 Seattle AFSS Supervisor   – 206-658-6607 (not available 6/18 – 7/30) 
 Seattle AFSS FAX          -  206-658-6644 (not available 6/18 – 7/30)  
 Seattle AFSS Administration – 206-658-6600 
 Seattle AFSS ADMIN FAX     - 206-658-6633 
 Prescott HUB Supervisor    - 928-583-6154  

 
 
We acknowledge that our transition from the FAA to Lockheed Martin has caused some 
frustration among our customers.  We are diligently working to resolve issues that have 
caused inconveniences and less than excellent quality of service to you.  The Lockheed 
Martin AFSS Pilot Portal is now available (www.AFSS.com).  Pilots are able to enter 
profile information directly into the new FS21 system on this web site.  With their 
personal profile data entered via the Pilot Portal, a call to an FS21 briefer will result in 



                                                                                                                                                                                         

having their profile data load automatically into the briefer’s flight plan and weather 
briefing forms.  This is just one of the improved customer features.  
 
The next few months will be a challenge as AFSS facilities across the country begin to 
close and the continuing sites take over larger areas of responsibility. The new 
Lockheed Martin FS21 system when fully implemented will be utilized to provide faster 
and more efficient service to you regardless of your location.  Again, if you have any 
questions regarding the information provided, please don’t hesitate to contact us.   
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Mike Ogami 


